
 

Mikaitz 5774– Spicy Butter 
 

 In this week’s parsha Yosef comes face to face with his brothers whom he had last 

seen twenty-two years earlier when they sold him. The passuk sets the tone of Yosef’s 

verbal exchange with them when it says “Va’yedaber itom kashos vayomer alaihem 

may’ayin bahsem?” - “And he spoke with them harshly and said to them, “From where 

have you come?" (Beraishis, 42,7).  Now, it is true that later in the exchange Yosef does 

get volatile and accusatory with his brothers charging them with being spies, but at this 

point in the conversation all he has asked them is a very casual question. So why does the 

passuk describe this as speaking harshly to them? Furthermore, since this is a question the 

Torah should have said ...”and he asked them, “From where have you come?” Why instead 

does it say, “...and he said to them....”? 

 Perhaps we can say as follows. We all know the famous Mishna at the start of the 

third Perek of Avos where Akavya ben Mahalalel tells us that man should reflect on three 

things and that should keep him free of sin. They are; dah may’ayin bahsa - know from 

where you came, u’le’an ata holaych - whither you are going, and lifnay ata asid litayn din 

ve’cheshban - before whom are you destined to give a future account and reckoning. The 

first of these three is a most sobering ponderance, for man must conclude that his 

beginnings were nothing but a putrid drop (of seed). This is enough of a realization to 

humble most humans and keep the most Redwood of egos firmly in check. 

 The question of May’ayin bahsem was not Yosef attempting to engage his brothers 

in small talk asking questions of little to no import. As a matter of fact, it wasn’t even a 

question! Rather he was giving them a good old fashioned dye lechakima beremiza - a wise 

man can take a hint- mussar shmooz! He was hinting to them “Last time we met, you had 

a jealousy problem [as the passuk says “vayekan’u bo echav”- and his brothers were 

jealous of him (Beraishis, 37, 11)].  Well, the best thing for a bruised ego is to ponder 

“may’ayin bahsem” - from where do you come [à la Akavya ben Mahalalel]. We are all in 

the bigger scheme of things nothing but a putrid drop.” So, this was, after all, harsh talk - 

a demand of change and betterment.  

 When mentioning this vort to my father shlit”a  he added that this may explain why 

the passuk uses the verb vayomer when ultimately describing Yosef’s conversation with 

them. If he was speaking harshly there is usually no place for the verb vayomer, for that is 

exclusively used by the Torah as a connotation of a softer tone of speech. It should have 

stuck to the verb vayedaber reserved for a harsher tone. However, per this idea that Yosef 

was giving them mussar, vayomer is the perfect verb. As Shlomo Hamelech says (Koheles, 

9:17) “Divray Chachamim benachas nishma’im” - “the words of the wise (mussar) are 

heard [when] spoken softly.” No one likes to be told off. We get defensive and stubborn. 

Mussar is thus most effective when delivered as Yosef did with vayomer not vayedaber.  

 The message was harsh but the delivery was soft as butter. 
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